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Order-Map-Treat Program
Faster is Better.

Treating patients quickly with confidence is ideal for -
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Order-Map-Treat Program

Hear Dr. Kokabi discuss how he utilizes the Order-Map-Treat 
Program to treat his patients quickly and effectively
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Now that there are all different calibrations available at 
all different days of the week, it actually gave us all types 
of flexibility on the types of tumors we can treat and the 
patients we can fit into our schedule.

By doing the treatment the same day (as mapping), you 
leave the vascular sheath in place and basically minimize 
the trauma because of the single access that you have.  
You are able to  simulate the exact scenario that you did 
with your mapping.

That is one of the advantages of the FLEXdose Delivery 
Program. You order a vial and you can split it as many 
times as you want and that gives you a lot of flexibility for 
patients that may have more complex tumors.  For 
example,  if you have two feeders or need to do two 
segments at the same time on the same treatment day, 
you can draw the amount of activity to achieve the dose 
you want.

Caution: Federal (USA) law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician. Indications for Use: SIR-Spheres Y-90 resin microspheres are indicated for the 
treatment of unresectable metastatic liver tumors from primary colorectal cancer with adjuvant intrahepatic artery chemotherapy (IHAC) of FUDR (Floxuridine). Consult the 
Instructions for Use (www.sirtex.com) for a complete listing of indications, contraindications, side effects, warnings, and precautions.
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